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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a commutative integral domain with quotient field K. An element 
k of K is said to be almost integral over D if there is a nonzero element d in D 
such that dk” is in D for all positive integers IZ. If every element of K which 
is almost integral over D is already in D, we say that D is completely integrally 
closed. More generally, we say that the set of all elements of K which are 
almost integral over D is the complete integral closure of D (in K), denoted 
by D*. This term turns out to be a slight misnomer since it is not true that 
(D*)* always equals D*, as was first shown by an example by Gilmer and 
Heinzer [4, Example 1, p. 3541. Th . err example was not an integrally closed 
domain, but a later example by Heinzer [S, Section 23 showed that, even for 
a Prufer domain, the complete integral closure need not be completely 
integrahy closed. In the same paper, Heinzer showed that his example had 
infinite Krull dimension. This observation led him to make the conjecture, 
which we will consider in this paper, that, in case D is a finite-dimensional 
Prufer domain, then D* is always completely integrally closed [5, p. 3131. 
A related question raised by Heinzer, which we also consider in this paper, 
concerns intersections of rank-one valuation rings. Among valuation rings, 
the only completely integrally closed rings are the rank-one valuation rings, 
and any intersection of rank-one valuation rings is completely integrally closed. 
Krull [S, Section 41 and [9, Section l] conjectured that every completely 
integrally closed domain is an intersection of rank-one valuation rings, but 
Nakayama [ll] presented a counterexample to this conjecture. A later, 
simpler counterexample was constructed by Ohm [3, Appendix 4, Example 1, 
p. 3151 and shown to be a Bezout domain. Both of these examples have no 
valuation overrings of finite rank and, consequently, have infinite valuative 
dimension. (The valuative dimension of a domain D is defined to be the 
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supremum of the ranks of the valuation overrings of D. For Prufer domains, 
the Krull and valuative dimensions are equal [7, Proposition 1: p. 561.) 
Heinzer’s question in this area was whether there exists a completely integrally 
omain with finite valuative dimension which is not an intersection 
of rank-one valuation rings [5, p. 3133. 
The purpose of this paper is to answer both of Weinzer’s questions in the 
negative by constructing counterexamples. The specific properties of the 
domains we construct are as follows. 
EXAMPLE I. D is a Bezout (u fortiori Prufer) domain of 
two and D* is not completely integrally closed (Section 3). 
EXAMPLE II. D is a Bezout domain of Krull dimension two; D is com- 
pletely integrally closed; but D is not an intersection of rank-one valuation 
rings (Section 4). 
Note that, in each case, the dimension of two is the best possible in the sense 
that one-dimensional examples cannot occur. (Any one-dimensional Prufer 
domain is not only completely integrally closed, but is also an intersection 
of rank-one valuation rings, namely, the overrings of the form 13, , M 
maximal.) 
The method of construction of these examples is the same as that used by 
einzer and Ohm, namely, first to construct an appropriate lattice- 
ordered Abelian group G, and then to use the theorem of JafIard [6, Theorem 
3, p. 781 and Ohm [12, p. 3291 which says that there is a Bezout domain 
with G as its divisibility group. The group used for Example I is actually just 
a subgroup of the group which Heinzer constructed. Even though the group 
in Example II is in a sense a subgroup of Ohm’s group, it was inspired by an 
example due to Kaplansky [2, Example 4, p. 1661. 
The verification of the domain properties we need. for these examples is 
made much easier by finding the appropriate corresponding lattice-ordered 
group properties. In many cases it can be shown that, if the group G has a 
certain group property, then any domain with divisibility group G has the 
required domain property. Sometimes we can only be sure that the Bezout 
domains with divisibility group G have the required property, but this 
restriction causes us no difficulty here since our construction always yields 
Bezout domains. While most of the correspondences we need were verified 
in an earlier paper by this author [13, Section 41, the one we add in Section 2 
of this paper is a very useful one, namely, that for a Bezout domain the Krull 
dimension is determined by the so-called PF-dimension of its divisibility 
group (Corollary 2.3). 
For notation and terminology concerning domains and their divisibiiity 
groups, see Gilmer [3], especially Appendix 4. 
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2. PRIME FILTERS AND THE PF-DIMENSION 
In what follows G will always represent a lattice-ordered Abelian group, 
and G, the set of positive elements of G (including zero). 
2.1. DEFINITION. A proper subset of F of G+ is called a filter of G+ iff 
it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) If a, 6 E F, then inf(a, b) E F. 
(2) IfaEFandg 3 a,thengEF. 
A filter F will be called a prime jilter iff it satisfies the additional condition: 
(3) If g, h E G+\F, then g + h E G+\F. 
Finally the PF-dimension (prime-filter dimension) of G, will be defined 
to be the number of terms in the longest chain of prime filters of G, , or 
infinity if there is no such longest chain. 
Remark. The above use of the terms “filter” and “prime filter” is that 
of Banaschewski [l, p. 1131. It seems to be the natural usage in the context of 
lattice-ordered groups, and it should cause no confusion with that of general 
lattice theory, in which filter and prime filter are determined with respect 
to the operations of inf and sup instead of inf and plus. 
The importance of prime filters and PF-dimension in constructing examples 
of domains is demonstrated in the following theorem and corollary. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let D be a Bezout domain with quotient field K and divisi- 
bility group G. Let w: K -++ G v (co) be the associated demivaluation of K. 
Then there is a one-to-one inclusion-preserving coTrespondence between the proper 
prime ideals of D and the prime jilters of G, which takes each proper prime 
ideal P to w(P) and each primeJilter F to w-l(F). 
2.3. COROLLARY. The K&l dimension of D is equal to the PF-dimension 
of 6. 
Proof of 2.2. First we show that the operation taking P to w(P) yields a 
prime filter. Take a, b E w(P), say a = w(x) and b = w(y), where x, y are in P. 
Then in D, x and y generate a principal ideal say aD. Then it is easy to 
verify, since XD is the unique smallest principal ideal containing x and y, 
that w(z) = inf(a, b). Moreover, since x and y are in P and z is a linear 
combination of x and y, then x is in P and inf(a, b) is in w(P). Also, ifg 3 a, 
then g - a 3 0. So take t in D such that w(t) = g - a. Then w(tx) = 
w(t) + W(X) = g, so g must be in w(P). Finally, if g, h are in G+\w(P), take t 
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and u not in P such that w(t) = g and W(U) = h. Then, of course, tu is not 
in P and w(tu) = g + h. Now, if g $ h is in u;(P), then w(tu) = VJ(X) for 
some x in P. But the properties of w show that TV and x must then generate 
the same principal ideal of D. Since tu is not in P and x is in P, this is impos- 
sible. Therefore, we know that g + h is not in w(P) and, hence, that w(r) 
is a prime filter of G+ . 
Second, we show that, ifF is a prime filter of G+ , then w-l(F) is a proper 
prime ideal of D. To show it is an ideal, pick X, y in w-‘(F). Say w(x) = a 
and w(y) = b. Then, if t is in D, we know w(t) > 0, which means that 
w(tx) = w(t) + w(x) 2 w(x). Thus, w(tx) is in F and tx is in w-I(F). Also; 
w(x + y) > inf(w(x), w(y)), which shows that x f y is in w-l(F) and, hence, 
that w-l(F) is an ideal. Finally, if t, u are in D\w-r(F), then w(t), W(U) are in 
G+\F, so w(b) is in G,\F. Hence, tu is in D\w-l(F), which shows that w-l(F) 
must be prime. 
So we have shown that the two operations take the proper ideals into the set 
of all prime filters, and the prime filters into the set of all proper prime ideals 
To show the correspondence is one-to-one and onto, we need only show that 
composition in both directions is the identity operation. 
it follows immediately that w(w-l(F)) = F. Hence, we 
w-“(w(P)) = P. But, if t is in w-‘(w(P)), then w(t) = w(p) for some p in P, 
and, as mentioned earlier, tD = PD. So t is in P, and, since P is always 
contained in w-‘(w(P)), the two sets are equal. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Proof C$ 2.3. Since the Cull dimension is defined to be the number of 
steps in the longest chain of prime ideals of D, and since this longest chain 
always contains the prime ideal zero (which has no corresponding filter), 
it is c!ear that the two definitions agree. 
Bemark. Mott [lo] has shown that these same results can be obtained 
by looking at convex directed subgroups of G in correspondence with 
saturated multiplicative systems in D. 
3. EXAMPLE I 
In this section we will construct a lattice-ordered Abelian group G with 
the following two properties: 
3.1.1. G has PF-dimension two. 
3.1.2. There exists in G, the following set of elements: an unbounded 
element g: a countable sequence of bounded elements, hr , h, ,..., and an 
additional element h such that for every positive integer n, h + h, 3 ng. 
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(An element of G is said to be bounded if the set {g, 2g, 3g,...} has an upper 
bound in G. See [13, Section 4.31.) 
Now let D be a Bezout domain with divisibility group G. By Corollary 2.3, 
D has Krull dimension two. Furthermore, Property 3.1.2 shows that the 
“Archimedean closure” of D is not “Archimedean” [13, Proposition 4.5(b), 
p. 2401, and, for a Bezout domain, that property is equivalent to the complete 
integral closure not being completely integrally closed [13, Proposition 4.4, 
p. 2391. Thus all that remains to complete the construction of Example I 
is to construct the group G. 
Let T be the totally ordered Abelian group obtained by placing a lexico- 
graphic order on Z @ 2, with (0, 1) > (1,0) and so forth. Let G be the set 
of all functions g from Zf into T with the property that there exist integers a 
and b and a finite set S such that 
g(n) = (an + b, 9, for all n fj S. 
We claim that, with respect to pointwise addition and ordering, G is a 
lattice-ordered Abelian group. 
To prove this claim, let g, and g, be elements of G, satisfying 
gr(n) = (urn + b, , 0), outside of the finite set S, , 
gs(n) = (uzn + b, , 0), outside of the finite set S, . 
Then (gi - gs)(n) = ((ui - a& - (b, - b,), 0), outside of the finite set 
S, u S, , so g, - g, is in G. Hence, G is a subgroup of the group of all 
functions from Z+ into T. To show that it is a sublattice also and, hence, 
a lattice-ordered group, we need only show it to be closed under the pointwise 
inf operation [3, Appendix 4, Theorem A, part d, p. 6041. 
First, let g, and g, be as above, and assume, without loss of generality, that 
a, 3 a2 * 
Case 1. al > u2 . Choose N > b, - b,. Let S* = S, u Sa u {1,2 ,..., N}. 
Then since a, - us 3 1, for n > N, it follows that nu, - nu, 3 n > b, - b, . 
Hence na, + b, > nu, + b, , for all n 6 S*. Therefore, [inf(g, , g&](n) = 
(naZ + b, , 0) outside of S*, and clearly inf(g, , gz) is in G. 
Case 2. a, = u2 . Assume b, >, b, . Then, outside of S, v S, , 
[inf(g, , gJ](n) = (usn + b, , 0), and again inf(g, , gs) is in G. Thus, G is 
closed under inf. 
Now we wish to show that G, has PF-dimension two. Define the following 
set of prime filters of G,: 
M, = the set of all elements of G+ with nonzero value at n. 
P, = the set of all elements of G+ with value at n of the form (z, y), with 
y # 0. 
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Mm = the set of all elements of 6, of the form gjn!) = (an -t b, 0) outside 
some finite set with a or b # 0. 
P, = the set of all elements in Mm with a $; 0 (necessarily > 0). 
Then it is clear that E’, & nil, for each n, and that Pa s IMa , Also it is 
easy to verify that ail of these sets are prime filters of G+ , and that no other 
containment relations hold among them. If we can show that no other prime 
filters exist in G, , then it must have PF-dimension two. 
s uppose that P is a prime filter of G, which does not contain a function 
with finite support. Then P contains some element g of the form 
&I = (aa + ho), outside of some finite set Sg 
Let h be any element of P, of the form 
h(n) = (a’72 + b’, 0), outside of the finite set S, , with a’ # 0. 
Assume h is not in P. Then mh is not in P for m = 1, 2, 3,..., by the “prime- 
ness” of P. But we may choose m large enough so that nz(a’iz + b’) > an + b 
for all n outside of some finite set S. Moreover, we may choose a functionf 
in 6, mith support S which satisfies f + nzk > g, for this same value of m, 
But then, sinceg is in P, we knowf + mh is in P, and again the primeness of $a 
implies that f is in P. But f has finite support, contradicting our assumption 
about P. Therefore, h is in P, and P, C P. 
If they are equal, we are done with P. If not, then P contains a function k 
without finite support, of the form 
k(n) = (b, Q), outside of the finite set Sk , with b > i. 
Letj be any element of Mm\P, . Thenj is of the form 
j(~z) = (d, 0), outside of the finite set Sj , witch d 3 1. 
Once again it may be shown that some mj plus a function of finite support 
will be larger than k, and, thus, as before, j must be an element of P. Hence, 
AI= C P. However, P contains no functions with finite support, so P C M, ) 
and, hence, the two are equal. 
Now suppose P is a prime filter of G+ which does contain a f-unction with 
finite support. Then it contains a function g with minimal finite support, 
say Y elements. Then, if T > 1, we can find two functions in G+ with support 
of one element and Y - 1 elements, respectively, which add up to g, contra- 
dicting the primeness of P. Therefore, Y = 1. Thus, g is of the form 
g(lz,) = (z,, , yO), and g(n) = (0, 0), for all n # zIzo . 
For any element h of Pm0 , satisfying h(n,) = (z’, y’), with y’ > 0, then rpzy’ 
will be greater than y0 for large enough m, and so &2(n,) > g(EO). Hence, 
48112713-3 
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mh > g, since g is zero at all other coordinates. Again we conclude that h is 
in P, and consequently that Pn, C P. 
If they are equal, again we are done with P. If not, then there is some element 
f E P which satisfies f(n,) = (z”, 0). By taking inf(f, g), we get a function 
e E P satisfying 
e(nO) = (x”, 0), and e(n) = (0, 0), for all n # n, . 
Hence, if d is any function in lk&, , i.e., with nonzero value at n, , then again 
some multiple of it is greater than e, and again d is in P. So Mn, C P. But, 
if P contains any element c of G, outside of M”, , then c is zero at n, and thus 
P contains inf(c, e), which equals the zero element of G. This contradicts the 
fact that P must be a proper subset of G, . Hence, Mm, = P, and we have 
shown that fJr, PI, n/r, , P, ,..., Ma , P, are all of the prime filters of G, . 
Finally, we wish to show that G has Property 3.1.2. First we observe 
that an element g in G, is bounded in G, iff g(n) = (0,O) outside of some 
finite set S, and, for each n in S, g(n) = (xn , 0) for some Z, E 2. To see this, 
we supposeg is of the form above. Then the functionfdefined byf(n) = (0,O) 
outside of S, and f(n) = (0, 1) for n E S is an upper bound for the set 
(g, 2g, 3g,...}. Conversely, suppose g(n) = (zn , y,), with yn > 0 for some n. 
Then since there is no bound in T for the set ((WE,, my,J ( m = 1,2, 3,...), 
there can be bound in G for the set {g, 2g, 3g,...). On the other hand, suppose 
g(n) = (afz + b, 0) outside of some finite set S with a or b + 0. Again there 
can be no function in G which bounds the set {g, 2g, 3g,...}. 
To verify Property 3.1.2, we let g be the unbounded function defined by 
g(n) = (1,0) for all n. Define h(n) = (n, 0) for all n, and define a sequence 
h, , h, ,... as follows: 
h,(n) = Cm, 01, if n = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
= (0, o>, if n>m. 
Clearly each h, is bounded. Moreover, 
(h + bJ(4 = (m + a, 01, ifn <m, 
= (% O), if n > m. 
But mg(n) = (m, 0) for all m. Therefore, for each m, h + h, 2 mg, and the 
proof is complete. 
Remark. Mott [lo] has been able to show that G has PF-dimension two 
in a more direct fashion, without considering all possible prime filters 
of G+ . 
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4. EXAMPLE 11 
We begin this example by considering the lattice-ordered group of al! 
integer-valued functions on the closed unit interval [0, I] with pointwise 
addition and pointwise ordering. From this set we form the group G0 by 
identifying two functions if they agree at al! but a finite number of points. 
(In what follows, we shall continually refer to elements of G0 as 6‘fun~tion~‘i 
even though, strictly speaking, they are identification classes of functions.) 
Then it is straightforward to verify that G, is a lattice-ordered group with 
respect to pointwise addition 2nd pointwise ordering, each taken module a 
finite number of points. The group G that we wiil construct is a subgroup 
of Go 1 
Now let F be the set of all “finite step functions” in G, ) i.e., those which 
are constant on each open interval (ai , ai+l) of some finite partition (a0 = 
a, ,..., a, = l> of [0, 11. (Note that we make no attempt to specify the value 
at each ai , since the function is only determined up to a finite number of 
points.) It is not difficult to see that F is 2 subgroup and a sublattice of 6, . 
Xext consider the function hb in G, defined, for each point b in [O, I], by 
&(x) = [l/(x - b)“] where [...I denotes the greatest integer function, and 
the value of h, at b is anything we choose. Observe that each h, has the foilow- 
ing properties: 
4.1.1. h, > 1. 
4.1.2. Outside of any neighborhood of 6, h, coincides with a finite step 
function, but, as x approaches 6, 12, approaches +CD. 
Finally, we define G to be the subgroup of 6, generated by i” and all of 
the h, . En other words, G is the set of all functions g that can be written 
in the form 
g=f+k,h,l+~.+k,h, , n (4.13) 
where f is in F, n is a nonnegative integer, each kt is an integer, and each bi is 
in [O, I]. It may be seen from Property 4.1.2 that the representation in this 
form is unique. Geometrically, each function g in G behaves hke a finite step 
function away from all of the 6, , and, as x + bi, g approaches +co or --03 
depending on whether ki is positive or negative. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. The group G is lattice-ordered in the order inherited’ 
from 6, . 
hoof. Since 6, is lattice-ordered, it is sufficient to show G is a sublattice 
of G,, , and for this purpose, as in Example I, it is sufficient to show it is 
closed under just one of the lattice operations in G0 ) in this case the sup. 
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By the distributivity of sup over addition in any lattice-ordered group, it is 
sufficient to show sup&, 0) is in G for any g in G (since sup(g, , ga) = 
sup(g, - g, , 0) + g, for any pair g, , g, in G). Now let g be written in the 
form of (4.1.3), and assume the hi’s are indexed in such a way that each ki 
between 1 and m is negative, and each one between m + 1 and n is positive. 
(The case in which there are none of one kind or the other or both causes no 
difficulty in the argument that follows.) Then showing sup(g, 0) is in G can 
be reduced to showing sup(g’, g”) is in G where 
g’ =f+ %h,, + ... + knht,m, and g” = -km+h,,;l - a+* - knh,, , 
(4.2.1) 
again by the distributivity of these operations. Now observe that in the 
expressions in (4.2.1) all the bi are distinct and the full coefficient of each h, 
is negative. Hence, on any interval where one of the two functions, g’ or g”, 
does not coincide with a finite step function (i.e., on a neighborhood of one 
of the bJ, the function must approach - cg. In that case, by choosing a small 
enough subneighborhood to exclude all other bi , we will have an interval on 
which the other function coincides with a finite step function, and is strictly 
greater than the first function. Thus the sup function will coincide with the 
latter on this interval; hence, it will be identical to a finite step function in 
this vicinity. Since this same argument can be applied to each of the finitely 
many bi that occur in (4.2.1), and, since away from any b, , both g’ and g” 
are identical to finite step functions, it is clear that sup(g’, g”) is itself a finite 
step function, and hence an element of 6. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 4.2. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. The lattice-ordered group G has the following three 
properties : 
4.3.1. Every g in G+\(O) is unbounded, i.e., each set {g, 2g, 3g ,... } has no 
upper bound. 
4.3.2. G, has PF-dimension two. 
4.3.3. G, has an element which is not in a minimal prime Jilter. 
Before beginning the proof of this proposition, we observe that, with the 
verification of these three properties, the construction of Example II is 
complete. This is because any Bezout domain with G as its divisibility group 
will satisfy these three corresponding properties: 
4.3.1’. D is completely integrally closed. 
4.3.2’. D has Krull dimension two. 
4.3.3’. D is not an intersection of rank-one valuation rings. 
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To see 4.3. I’, observe that Property 4.3.1 in G makes D “~~cb~medean’~, i.e.
r$=, diD = 0 for any non-unit din D, and for Bezout domains, Archimedean 
and completely integrally closed are equivalent conditions [b3, Proposition 
4.4, p. 2391. Property 4.3.2’ follows directly from Corollary 2.3. To see 4.3.3’, 
first observe that 4.3.3 implies that D has a proper principal ideal which 
is not contained in any minimal prime ideal, ut Ohm [12, Proposition 18, 
p. 3241 showed that, for domains with the R-property, this property is 
equivalent to 4.3.3’. 
Prooj oj4.3.1. Pick a non-zero element g in G, . Since g > 0 there must 
be an interval I on which g(x) > I. Hence, on I, Eg(.x) > z for each positive 
integer np which implies that no element in G is an upper bound for the set 
kP 2g,...1” 
I’roojof4.3.2. For any functiong E G, define B(g) to be the set of those b 
in [Q, I] for which 15, has a nonzero coefficient in g. Observe that is 
always a finite set, and B(g) = M iff g EF. Moreover, for g in G+ , k> 
implies the coefficient of h, is positive. Finally, n 
.a -g, in 6, , Wnf(gl , gz ,..., g,>> = Wgd * 
Next consider the following collection of prime 
in [O, 11: 
PO’ = (g E 6, ] g > Q on some interval (y: b)), 
Pi = {g E G+ / g > 0 on some interval (b, z)]. 
It is straightforward, using the remarks in the preceding paragraph and the 
properties of Snite step functions, to verify that each of these sets is a prime 
filter of 6, , and that P6 g Pb’, and Pa $ Pl for each b in 10, I]. Furthermore, 
e shown that there are no other containment relations among the PB ) 
and Ply The only case which seems to require special attention is to show 
t p)b $ PC’ or Pz for 6 f c; the other cases are all straightforward. Assume b 
and c are two distinct points in [0, 11. Pick an integer N > &,(c) -+ I. Then 
.$, - iV < 0 on an interval containing C. Then g = sup(ba, - IV, 0) is in G+ 
and is zero on an interval containing c. But g is in Pb and g is in neither I’,’ 
nor Pi . This is what we wanted to show. 
All that remains to complete the proof of 4.3.2 is to show that G+ has no 
other prime filters, i.e., that every prime filter of G is a P8 , P,,‘, or Pt. We 
begin by choosing a prime filter P of G which contains no finite step functions. 
other words, for each g in P, B(g) + a. Since P is closed under inf, then 
&?I> * . . . n B(g,) + % for any finite set g1 , . . . , g, in P. Frorm this observa- 
tion and the fact that each B(g) is a finite set, it follows that the set figep B(g) 
(denoted B*) is nonempty, and that there is always a function g” in P such 
that B(g*) = B*. 
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Suppose that B* has more than one element, say b, ,..., b, . Then choose 
the function g* as above and write it in the form of (4.1.3). We may assume 
that f is a positive function, because, if it is not, then we may add to it a 
large positive finite step function and get a new function g* which will still 
have the properties we need. Now writeg* = gr* + gs*, whereg,* = f + k,hbl 
and g,* = k,h, + ... + k,h, . Then both g,*, g,* are in G+\P, since 
both are sums ozf positive funcgons and neither satisfies B(g,*) 2 B”. Since 
their sum is in P, this contradicts the fact that P was a prime filter, and shows 
that B* must contain only a single point, say b*. In other words we have shown 
that, if g is in P, then b* is in B(g), or equivalently that P C P,* . We wish to 
show the reverse containment as well. 
As before, we choose g* in P such that B(g*) = (b*), and as before we may 
assume that g* = f + kh, * with f a positive function. We know f is not in P, 
so by application of the primeness of P we may see that h,, is in P. Now pick 
g in Ph* . By definition, g may be written as f + kh,, + JZlhb, + ... + k,h,* 
where k>l. Let g’=g-hh,,=f+(k-l)h,,+klh,l+~~~+kh,m. 
Then g’, while not necessarily a positive function, is still bounded below, 
since no h, has a negative coefficient. Thus, for some constant function c, 
g’ + c >, 0, and hence g + c > h,* . Consequently, g + c is in P. But the 
function c is not in P, so primeness again shows that g is in P, which is what 
we wanted to prove. In summary, we have shown that any prime filter 
containing no finite step function is of the form Ph , for some b. 
Now assume P is a prime filter containing some finite step function f. Since f 
is bounded above by a constant function N, clearly N is in P and primeness 
shows that the constant function 1 is in P. Now for any g in G, define Z(g) 
to be the closure of the union of those intervals on which g(x) equals zero. 
Then Z(g) = Q’ implies that g f 0 except for a finite number of points, 
which in turn implies that g > 1 and, consequently, that g is in P. In other 
words g E G+\P implies that Z(g) f a. Moreover, for any set g, ,...,g, 
in G+, Z(gl + ... + gn) = Z(g,) n ... n Z(g,), and the primeness of P 
shows that Z(gr) n 1.. n Z(g,) # o for any finite set g, ,...,g, in G+\P. 
Hence, the collection {Z(g) / g E G+\P} is a family of closed subsets of [0, l] 
with the finite intersection property. If we let Z* denote the set ns6G+,P Z(g), 
the compactness of [0, I] now implies that Z* # a. Suppose Z* contains 
more than one point of [0, 11, say x1 and x2 . Then by using characteristic 
functions of appropriate subsets of [0, 11, we may construction functions g, 
and g, in G+ such that xi $ Z(gi) and inf(g, , gs) = 0. The first condition 
shows that Z* g Z(gJ, w rc rm res each gi is in P. The second condition h’ h ’ pl’ 
shows this conclusion is absurd since P cannot contain 0, so we are forced to 
conclude that Z* contains a single element, say X. 
At this point we observe that P,’ n PL 2 P, since any function g in both 
P,’ and Pi cannot have x in Z(g). Next suppose, without loss of generality, 
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P,’ $ P. Then there is a function g’ in P,‘\P. Pick any g” in P,” . Since both 
g’ and g” are in 6, , g’ + g” is in P,’ n Pi , hence, in P. So g” is in P, and, 
since g” was arbitrary, Pz _C P. (It should be observed that this proof is almost 
a literal translation into group terminology of the proof that, if a product of 
ideals is inside a prime ideal, then one or the other must be,) 
Now assume further that Pi g P. Then P contains a function g which is 
zero on some interval (x,y). Let h be the characteristic function of (x, y), 
which is a function in PG , hence, in P. But then inf(g, h) = 0, which cannot 
be in P, and again we have a contradiction. exe, P = Pi. Thus, by 
assuming P,’ $ P, we conclude that P = Pz . Similarly, we could assume 
F,” c P and show that P = P,‘. 
In conclusion, we have taken an arbitrary prime filter P and showed that 
it must be P, , P%‘, or Pi for some b or x in [O, I]. This completes the proof 
that the P&dimension of G+ is two. 
FYOO~ of 4.3.3. From the preceding proof it is clear that the minimal 
prime filters of G are precisely those of type Pa i for some b in [O, 1 j. Geome- 
trically, a positive function is in Pb iff it approaches fco at 6. So any positive 
finite step function satisfies the property of being in no minimal prime filter. 
This completes the proof of 4.3.3. 
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